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In another of the most original books of the year, the inimitable Joan Rivers couples a hefty dose
of her trademark humor with heartfelt compassion: Bouncing Back is a no-holds-barred, candid
look at how comedy's brightest star survived everything that life threw her way, and managed to
get back to the very best again after hitting rock bottom.
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AWESOME!! AWESOME!! Thanks a lot Joan. The late Joan Rivers wrote a very inspirational book
which has you crying about a minute and laughing another. She actually is very articulate and I
believe that's what makes that one of the better motivation books out there, the facts she
provides.. Excellent healing, personal help book!I'd stack the last 10 minutes of the recording
against ANY other personal help book. I've read a good deal of personal help books(leave me
only, its not weird, you've probably read more than you understand) and what I like about this is
her way of keeping it simple. What a fine function model she was to her daughter! Having
recently been through some of my own personal difficult instances I decided to give it a go
through, therefore i ordered it. WE HAVE THE TECHNOLOGY remarkable Joan Rivers Joan Rivers
isn't just a funny intelligent comic (among the best available) she actually is also a wonderfully
funny and intelligent author of fiction and non fiction.much more helpful than the books about
grieving that I've been reading... This book dealt with grief and since I became a widow in 2006
I've read a great many books trying to deal and understand how I could get through my huge
grief. This book was cathartic for me personally. There are few things in life even more
devastating than the suicide of a loved one, especially a partner or child. I recommend it whether
you need it or not really. She tells about her perseverance and tenacity while coping with tragedy.
Fantastic! Funny,touching,inspirational, heartwarming book Joan was an incredible woman..
Joan Rivers is usually one funny classy woman. Good advice Wow! That yes, life can be crazy,
and occasionally tragic, but, however, you have the strength to not only keep calm and carry on...
Helpful &but, also, believe in the best version of yourself and be happy. Joan.! Which she did so
many times. Her honesty, courage, and kindness are inspiration for everyone.you completely
rock! You will always live on in our hearts.. If you are going through rough situations, this book is
a must read! I give copies of the book to family and friends who are going through grief or
setbacks and it's really something I've go through multiple times when I want it.! It's such an
excellent guide so you can get through hard times, disappointments and grief. This is One of the
Most Inspiring Books This was one of the most inspiring books I've read. That is one of if not the
best reserve I have read about surviving the increased loss of your loved one. Along with Edgar's
death, Joan had to face serious financial and profession problems plus an angry, harm
child.Joan candidly, and with humor, reveals her struggling and shares what she did to reunite on
her feet.! I will read this one again.! Like that Lucky Old Sunlight.. This book amazed me because
it isn't her normal.Bouncing Around Heaven ALL DAY LONG At this point - We miss you Joan
Rivers What may we say. As a fellow suicide widow, I came across Joan's book to be so brace, so
true therefore ideal for my grieving process Inspiring I love Joan Rivers more each day! I'm going
to talk about the paperback I ordered and purchase a hardcover edition to keep for myself for
reference. I believe of her and George Carlin jointly doing operate in Heaven.. Pure genius and
spunk with this one.Bouncing Back.. Her tales are inspirational and with so many laughs this is
the book to retain in your library.!It is an excellent reserve for anyone who has lost a beloved
relative. This book made me laugh, cry, and get right up off my couch to do something!
Inspirational Truly a helpful and funny book on how to complete difficult times of all sorts.! I
gained so very much from it and was able to put so much of what I am going through into
perspective that it helped me tremendously to heal and move on. I possibly could write a 10 page
review upon this but again This book is crucial read for everyone that is going through hard
times!! You are missed! Wow...this book is life-changing! I stumbled upon this book while
searching for Joan Rivers comedy. Its like talking to an knowledgeable relative who expects a lot
out of you and does not have any period for your excusesPLEASE MAKE AN AUDIBLE VERSION
OF THIS AND DO NOT COUNT THE CANDLES. I was so impressed at Joan's wisdom and sage



information; I experienced no idea she was this educated, intelligent, and thoughtful article
writer! With my kindle I started highlighting the phrases I came across helpful until I recognized I
was highlighting every web page.. I am so glad I acquired to go to one of her last concerts. I have
read every book she's written and can not get plenty of. Another courageous genius lost. Joan is
a queen Life changing. Five Stars CRAZY FUNNY This book made me laugh, cry, and get . Not
that there is anything "normal" about her..! Another comedic genius lost. Just what a wonderful
inspirational sensible woman! She offers you actual practical information on how to rise up.
She'll make you laugh, while giving you hope and encouragement. Among the best advice so you
can get through hard occasions. She is a survivor and we can all study from her.!! Five Stars
Joan was indefatigable. Five Stars Just as expected!
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